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**PACIFIC OCEAN**

- **Lighthouse Visitor Center**
- **Point Reyes Lighthouse**
- **Observation Deck**
- **Green Garages**
- **South Beach Overlook**
- **Sea Lion Overlook**
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**Steep Cliffs**  
The cliffs of the Point Reyes Headlands are likely to crumble and slide. Stay behind fencing. Walking near the edge or climbing on cliffs invites catastrophe. Because of falling rocks, walking below cliffs is dangerous. Keep away!
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- **Paved road**
- **Hiking only trail**
- **Hiking/biking trail**
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**Map Symbols**

- **Visitor Center / Information**
- **Accessible Parking**
- **Winter Shuttle Bus Stop**
- **Stay back from edge**
- **Bottle Filling Station**
- **Bird / Wildlife Viewing**
- **Restrooms**
- **Telephone**
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**Scale**
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**Note:** Use only official, designated trails as shown. All off-trail areas west of the Lighthouse Visitors’ Parking Lot are closed.